
 
 
 
 
New Year Releases 2001 
 
Race, Sport and South Africa 
 
Introduction:  
In 1970 the issue of South Africa under the apartheid regime dogged both the 
Wilson and Heath governments. In particular, the question of arms sales to 
South Africa threatened a meltdown in the British Commonwealth. Protests 
against prejudice were becoming more of common in Britain, and in particular, 
demonstrations focused around sports tours by whites-only South African 
teams. 
 
Document Reference: CAB 128/45 
19th Cabinet Conclusions  
Scenes of riots on pitches were embarrassing for any government, and the 
documents show that the Labour Cabinet was attempting to halt the 'Stop The 
70 Tour campaign', which was led by the then radical Liberal, Peter Hain. 
 
 









 
 
 
 
Hain and his protests caused genuine consternation for the government. The 
Cabinet records show that the Cabinet planned its response with a view to 
prosecuting him for conspiracy.  
 
The 1970 South African cricket tour was abandoned when it became clear 
that black Commonwealth countries would boycott the upcoming Edinburgh 
Commonwealth games.



Document Reference: CAB 128/47  
6th Cabinet Conclusions - 20th July 1970 
During Edward Heath's government a new apartheid issue arose when the 
government announced that it was planning to resume arms sales to South 
Africa. As soon as the new government came to power in June, South Africa's 
Foreign Minister, Dr Muller, arranged a meeting at the Foreign Office. 
 

 



 





Document Reference: FCO 45/663  
Record of a Conversation between the Foreign and Commonwealth Sec 
and Dr Muller. F&CO - 1st July 1970 
The Heath government maintained that its obligations to South Africa under 
the Simonstown Agreement of 1955 meant that it had to supply arms for 
defence of the Indian Ocean and the route around the Southern Cape. It was 
made clear that Britain would only sell weapons for defensive use at sea - not 
for internal use against black South Africans. The documents show that Dr 
Muller sought to reassure the British on this point. 
 



  
 



  
 



  
 



  
 



  
 



  
 



  
 



  
 



  
 



Document Reference: FCO 45/663 Memo by Foreign Secretary to G. 
Rippon - 6th July 1970  



FCO 45/667 Memo on implications for British interests from Douglas 
Home to the Cabinet Defence and Overseas Policy Committee 11th 
September 1970 













Document Reference: FCO 45/737 Record of Conversation at Dinner 
17th October 1970 
Amid vocal protests from the leaders of the Black African states in the 
Commonwealth, Heath attempted to placate the Commonwealth. This did not 
work on Kenneth Kaunda, President of Zambia, who flew to Britain and came 
to No 10 for dinner, only to have his suspicions increased. 
 

 















 

 

 

 



Document Reference: FCO 45/549 Secretary of State; Notes for 
Supplementaries - 20th July 1970 
The government was then faced with the embarrassment of dealing with 
Kaunda's outburst. The Foreign Office advised playing it down as much as 
possible. 
 

  





Document Reference: CAB 164/412  
Record of the PM's Meeting with Pres. Nixon - 18th December 1970 
When Heath met President Richard Nixon at the end of the year, the issue of 
the South African arms and the emotions they had caused came up in 
discussion. The record of the conversation also reveals attitudes on the topic 
of race which are perhaps characteristic of the period, and possibly go some 
way to explaining why Britain found this issue so hard to deal with. 
 

 





 



Document Reference: PREM 15/88  
Letter from P L Gregson - 16th September 1970 
The government went ahead with the arms deal, but only supplied seven 
helicopters. African countries' threats to quit the Commonwealth were not 
carried out. The final document shows that race was an ever present issue in 
1970, particularly when it came to employment. 
 

 



  
New Document Releases 
Prince Charles and Salmon Fishing 
 
Document Reference: PREM 13/3450  
Letter from PM, 4th August 1969  
In July 1969 the Prince of Wales became involved in environmental politics. 
The press picked up on a speech he had made at the London Welsh 
Association in which he staunchly defended the fate of the Atlantic salmon, 
over-fished and suffering from disease. The Prime Minister felt he ought to 
know more, and was given a three-page report. Wilson forwarded this to 
Prince Charles, reassuring him that the government was now leaping into 
action. 
 

 



 



Letter from Balmoral, 12th Sept 1969 
Prince Charles responded with his thanks, but warned Wilson that he 
would not let the subject drop.  
 

 













The Prime Minister was briefed further his advisors letting him know the pros 
and cons of a partial ban on Atlantic salmon fishing. By May 1970, action had 
already been taken. The North-East Atlantic Fisheries Commission 
unanimously agreed to impose two closed areas for fishing and a closed 
season from July to May outside national fishery limits. The Prince of Wales 
was delighted that action had been taken so swiftly.  
 
Letter from Buckingham Palace, 28th May 1970 
An issue which might have taken years to resolve, appears to have been 
accelerated by the personal intervention of the Prince of Wales.  
 

 



New Document Releases 
Hijack Story 
 
Introduction: 
On 6th September 1970, four airliners were hijacked by the PLFP - the 
Popular Front for the Liberation of Palestine. Two of the planes were taken to 
Dawson's Field, a former RAF airstrip in the middle of the Jordanian desert; a 
third was blown up in Cairo because it was too large to land on the Dawson's 
Field runway. 
 
The fourth of the hijacks was aborted when Leila Khaled, the commando in 
charge of the operation, was overpowered by El Al security guards and the 
plane was diverted to the nearest airport - Heathrow. Leila was taken into 
British custody at Ealing police station. Her presence forced Britain into a 
major international crisis that month which was later was to become known as 
Black September. 
 
Document Reference: CAB 128/47  
(Cabinet Conclusions) CM (70) 13th Conclusions, 9th September 1970 
As the first image shows, the Cabinet Conclusions of the 9th September, 
available in file CAB 128/47 sum up the dilemma faced by the British 
government. 
 



 











 



Document Reference: CAB 164/795  
Sir Burke Trend - The 72 Hour Ultimatum 7th September 1970 
Three days later, yet another plane was hijacked - this time a British VC10. 
The Palestinians wanted to pressure Britain into releasing Leila Khaled. By 
this time the guerrillas had over 300 hostages, 65 of them British citizens. 
Although Britain signed the 1963 Tokyo International Convention on Hijacking, 
which specifically stated that governments should not negotiate with hijackers, 
the files show that the Heath government never ruled out this option.  
 

   



Document Reference: PREM 15/202  
Telex Conference with Amman 12th September 1970 
The ultimatum was extended. However, rescuing the hostages was not 
feasible, and Britain felt it had little choice but to negotiate with the hijackers, 
through both official and its own secret channels.  
 
The negotiations had some initial success when six days into the crisis, some 
of the hostages - mostly the women and children - were released 
unconditionally. 
 
The hijackers were impatient to have their demands met, and with Britain 
holding on firmly to Leila Khaled, the PLFP, as a warning signal, blew up the 
British plane at Dawson's Field. As the following images show, the British 
Ambassador reported this development to London in the first of a series of 
telex exchanges that was to become ever more frantic throughout that day.  
 

  
 
 



 
 











  



Document Reference: PREM 15/202  
Telex Amman-London 13th September 1970 
All this was taking place against a background of escalating violence in 
Jordan. The Fedayeen or Palestinian national extremists, of whom the PLFP 
hijackers were a sub-group, were in constant clashes with the Jordanian 
forces of King Hussein. They claimed Hussein had done too little to help them 
attack Israel. The hijack incident proved to be the spark to an already 
incendiary situation, and the violence began to escalate. 
 
Heath eventually agreed that Britain had no choice but to go public on their 
intentions and the Cabinet later approved this decision. At 7pm on the 13th, 
BBC World Service broadcast a government announcement in Arabic to the 
effect that Britain would swap Leila Khaled for hostages. 
 
The files show that for King Hussein, fighting the Fedayeen and humiliated by 
their hijacking exploits in his own country, Britain's public offer to strike a deal 
with his enemy only undermined him further.  
 







  



Document Reference: CAB 128/47  
Cabinet Conclusions 21st September 
The King's situation deteriorated further when, on the 20th September, a 
Syrian armoured division, which had been gathering near the border, crossed 
into Jordan. The civil war became an international conflict, with dire 
implications for King Hussein's throne. 
 
Through its embassy in Amman, the British government received several 
messages from King Hussein over the next few days, revealing his desperate 
situation, asking for the unprecedented support of Israel in what had become 
an inter-Arab war. 
 
British files show that the government had calculated that on balance it would 
be better to stand aside. Hussein's regime was felt to be increasingly 
precarious and probably not worth prolonging. Britain declined to pass on his 
request for assistance from Israel. 
 

 













  



Document Reference: PREM 15/124  
21st Sep Gov Intelligence Group, J A Thomson. Top Secret to Sir Burke 
Trend 
Britain was hedging its bets, waiting the outcome of the battle between King 
Hussein and the newly emergent Palestinian leader, Yasser Arafat. The files 
contain an assessment of the prospects that would follow an Arafat victory, 
suggesting that Britain was prepared to view such as outcome positively.  
 
In the end Hussein's forces proved the stronger and the Fedayeen were short 
of ammunition. The King and Arafat negotiated a ceasefire and the following 
year Hussein was strong enough to drive the Palestinian Liberation 
Organisation under Arafat out of Jordan altogether.  
 

 



 



New Document Releases 
Imelda Marcos' Visit to London 
 
Document Reference: FCO 15/1291  
Letter to Donald Gordon, 17th July 1970  
The imminent visit of Imelda Marcos to England, to deliver her young son to 
school, threw the Foreign Office into rather a panic. The British government 
did not seem to be entirely looking forward to this event.  
 



 



 



Mrs Marcos Visit, 31st September 1970 
One of the sensitive issues was whether the Queen should break her holiday 
to come and receive her guest, as both Nixon and the Pope were rumoured to 
be doing. Would failing to do so risk Anglo-Philippine commercial relations - 
currently rather good?  
 
Mrs Marcos was clearly a guest to be reckoned with. Her own brother did not 
seem to have too high a view of her public behaviour.  
 

 





 



Protocol and Conference Department, 7th September 1970 
An audience with the Queen was granted - but all sorts of issues of 
protocol had to be investigated.  
 

 



New Document Releases 
Mini Skirts in Malawi  
 
Document Reference: FCO 45/775 
Confidential, Office of the Commissioner, HQ Malawi Police Ref no. 
C/158/1/4 
On the 2 May 1968, a serious issue in Malawi was bought to the attention of 
the British High Commissioner by the Commissioner of Police. Certain 
subversive elements in the European community in Malawi were exhibiting 
western arrogance in the face of traditional culture. A diplomatic file on 
miniskirts was started. 
 



 





 



Zomba to FCO. Tel no 1252 14 September 1970  
By 14th September 1970, Foreign Office diplomats had not managed to bring 
the issue to a successful conclusion, and Hastings Banda prepared to take 
the matter further. 
 
4/01/31 Office of the President and Cabinet, 23rd October 1970  
It is clear from the documents that the issue was not a trivial one and the 
wearing of miniskirts was actively offensive to traditional Malawians, causing 
considerable resentment. 
 



 



British High Commission, Malawi, 6 November 1970  
The issue was apparently also an economic one - longer skirts were more 
expensive. One British couple even had to leave the country.  
 



 



New Document Releases 
Battle for The Sun 
 
Document Reference: PREM 13/3410  
Maxwell letter, 2nd June 1969  
The ailing Sun newspaper - in its broadsheet form - was desperately in need 
of a buyer. Robert Maxwell wrote to Wilson to express his interest. Worker's 
welfare was to be a priority - including pensions. 
 

 







 

 



Prime Minister: The Sun - 4th September 1969  
But Wilson was suspicious of Maxwell's financial resources. Another possible 
buyer, with rather different politics, was also in communication - Rupert 
Murdoch. It seemed Wilson would rather see the paper swing to the political 
right than let it go to Maxwell. The Unions, too, were inclined towards the 
Murdoch proposal. 
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